
To gas or not to gas
A tale of an unsung sustainable energy driver
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Motivation

The pivotal role of gas in driving the sustainability agenda is 
often brushed aside, especially with regards to developing 
economies in the global south that are energy hungry and in 
need of rapid economic growth.

Are wind/solar sources enough to power emerging 
economies' growth

How does relying on gas affect our chances of staying below 2 
degrees of warming

How do we balance energy & wealth justice in terms of 
growth (especially in the global south) vs survivability?



Socio-economic perspective: The Kuznets curve
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Remark

84% of the global population live in low- and 
middle-income countries that are set on a 
development path paved by industrialization

The near-term low-energy targets in IPCC 
scenarios limiting warming to 1.5 is too 
generic

Energy demand reduction calls must trade 
off development needs



Technical perspective

• Energy reliability

• Intermittency 

• Flexibility 
• Peak demand



Environmental perspective

• Replacing coal

• Gas as a transition fuel

• GHG emissions 

• Life-cycle: extracting, producing, transporting 
and burning. 

• Natural gas consists mainly of methane (𝐶𝐻4 )

• Air quality

• Emits lowest 𝑁𝑂𝑥 , 𝑆𝑂𝑥 than other fossil fuels











Case study: Africa

• A technology or innovation cannot be separated from its 
social context

• Most future emissions will come from low-middle income 
countries that are energy hungry







An unsung 
hero

• Natural gas as Africa’s energy 
transition accelerator
• Scenario of African union Agenda 2063 

to expand electricity supply by 600 GW 
and demand to exceed 1700 TWh

• Gas can be a good partner to 
hydropower and RE integration

• In best case scenario, future capacity 
will be split 60% to RE and 30% to gas 
(from under 5%)



Conclusion

• Carbon-price is key to unlocking gas 
potential

• Need gas to meet the challenges of 
energy access, capacity expansion, 
diversification and decarbonization of 
Africa’s energy sector

• Gas offers a baseload fuel to 
complement the rapid uptake of RE in 
Africa

• “Natural gas is at the centre of the 
people, planet and prosperity agenda”


